Abstract
Virtual Humans
Only fifty years ago, computers were barely able to compute useful mathematical functions. Twenty-five years ago, enthusiastic computer researchers were predicting that all sorts of human tasks from game-playing to automatic robots that travel and communicate with us would be in our future. Today's truth lies somewhere in-between. We have balanced our expectations of complete machine autonomy with a more rational view that machines should assist people to accomplish meaningful, difficult, and often enormously complex tasks. When those tasks involve human interaction with the physical world, computational representations of the human body can be used to escape the constraints of presence, safety, and even physicality.
Virtual humans are computer models of people that can be used 0-8186-8040-7/97 $10.00 0 1997 IEEE as substitutes for "the real thing" in ergonomic evaluations of computer-based designs for vehicles, work areas, machine tools, assembly lines, etc., prior to the actual construction of those spaces;
for embedding real-time representations of ourselves or other live participants into virtual environments.
Recent improvements in computation speed and control methods have allowed the portrayal of 3D humans suitable for interactive and real-time applications. There are many reasons to design specialized human models that individually optimize character, performance, intelligence, and so on. Many research and development efforts concentrate on one or two of these criteria.
In the efforts that we describe here, we cross several domains which in turn build from various interrelated facets of human beings ( Fig. 1 ): 28 Human Factors Analysis: Human size, capabilities, behavior, and performance affects work in and use of designed environments.
Real-Time Agents and Avatars: People come from different cultures and have different personalities; this richness and diversity must be reflected in virtual humans since it influences appearance as well as reaction and choice.
Instruction Understanding and Generation: Humans communicate with one another within a rich context of shared language, senses, and experience and this needs to be extended to computer-generated agents and avatars.
Bio-Medical Simulation: The human machine is a complex of physical structures and functions; to understand human behavior, physiological responses, and injuries we need to represent biological systems. Unfortunately the state of research in virtual humans is not as advanced as to make the proper selection a matter of buying off-the-shelf systems. There are gradations of fidelity in the models: some models are very advanced in a narrow area but lack other desirable features. In a very general way, we can characterize the state of virtual human modeling along at least five dimensions: The arrows and hash marks are meant to be qualitative indicators of where we think usable technology exists today. Understanding that the arrows can actually extend an undetermined distance to the right, the idea is nonetheless being conveyed that we (and others) have proceeded rather far beyond the individual rendering of still frames as realized by traditional hand animation or even computer assisted cartoon animation. If we need to invoke them, the appearance of increasingly accurate physiologically-and biomechically-grounded human models may be obtained. We can create virtual humans with finctional limitations that go beyond cartoons into instantiations of known human factors data. Animated virtual humans can be created in human time scales through motion capture or computer synthesis. Virtual humans are also beginning to exhibit the early stages of automony and intelligence as they react and make decisions in novel, changing environments rather than being forced into fixed movements. Finally, rather preliminary investigations are underway to create characters with individuality and personality who react to and interact with other real or virtual people [21, 22, 9, 29, 34, 40] .
The University of Pennsylvania has been very actively engaged in research and development of human-like simulated figures. Our interest in human simulation is not unique, but the complex of activities surrounding our approach is. The framework for our research is a software system called Jack [3] . Jack is an interactive system for definition, manipulation, animation, and performance analysis of virtual human figures. Our philosophy has led to a particular realization of a virtual human model that pushes the above five dimensions toward the right:
can be substituted for live individuals for workspace or cockpit evaluation.
demonstrates various (useful) human limitations, constraints, and capabilities.
may be moved live (in real-time) by position and orientation information or other motion generators such as walk-to or look-at.
may have its actions synthesized by a program so that it can make its own decisions, navigate spaces, and so on.
represents "anyone" rather than a single specific person Virtual humans are different than simplified cartoon and game characters. What are the characteristics of this difference and why are virtual humans more difficult to construct? After all, anyone who goes to the movies can see marvelous synthetic characters (aliens, toys, dinosaurs, etc.), but they have been created typically for one scene or one movie and are not meant to be re-used (except possibly by the animator or character.
-and certainly not by the viewer). The difference lies in the interactivity and autonomy of virtual humans. What makes a virtual human human is not just a well-executed exterior design but movements, reactions, and decision-making which appear "natural," appropriate, and contextually-sensitive.
Agents and Avatars
We will consider an agent to be a virtual human figure representation that is created and controlled by computer programs. An avutur is a virtual human controlled by a live participant. The principal issues roughly follow the dimensions cited above: appearance and motion, mechanisms of control for interactivity and autonomy, including gesture, attention, and locomotion, and multi-agent interaction, cooperation, and coordination.
Appearance and Motion
Avatars can be portrayed visually as 2D icons, cartoons [27] , composited video, 3D shapes, or full 3D bodies [2, 42, 381. We are mostly interested in portraying human-like motions, so naturally tend toward the more realistic surface and articulation structures. In general, we prefer to design motions for highly articulated models and then reduce both the model detail and the articulatory detail as demanded by the application [ 181.
Along the appearance dimension, the Jack figure has developed as a polygonal model with rigid segments and joint motions and limits accurate enough for ergonomics evaluations [3] . For real-time avatar purposes, simpler geometry can be used provided that the overall impression is one of a task-relevant figure. Thus a soldier model with 110 polygons is acceptable if drawn small enough and colored andlor texture mapped to be recognized as a soldier. On the other hand, a vehicle occupant model must show accurate and visually continuous joint geometry under typical motions. It must be both an acceptable occupant surrogate as well as a pleasing model for the non-technical viewer -who may be used to going to the movies to see the expensive special effects figures. Our "smooth body" [ l ] was developed using free-form deformation techniques [41] to aid in the portrayal of visually appealing virtual humans (Fig. 2.1) .
Themotions manifest in the avatar may arise from various sources: In general, we will not consider 2D or purely video presentations of avatars, rather we will concentrate on avatars that more-or-less mimic human structure.
The distinction between "synthesized" motions and the other types is roughly that the former generate transformations for more than one joint at a time. Thus, for example, we store a time series of joint angle changes (per joint) in channelsets so that specific motions can be re-played under real-time constraints [ 181. No deviation from the pre-stored local transformations are allowed, although the whole body may be re-oriented or the playback speed varied. In a particularly effective modification of this technique, Perlin adds periodic noise to real-time joint transformations to achieve greater movement variability, animacy, and motion transitions [33] .
In a motion synthesizer, a small number of parameters control a much greater number of joints, for example: end effector position and orientation can control joints along an articulated chain [46, 25, The relativemerits of pre-stored and synthesized motions must be considered when implementing virtual humans. The advantages to pre-stored motions are primarily speed of execution and algorithmic security (by minimizing computation). The major advantages to synthesis are the reduced parameter set size (and hence less information that needs to be acquired or communicated) and the concomitant generalized motion control: walk, reach, look-at, etc. The principal disadvantages to pre-stored motion are their lack of generality (since every joint must be controlled explicitly) and their lack of anthropometric extensibility (since changing joint-to-joint distances will change the computed locations of end effectors such as feet, making external constraints and contacts impossible to maintain). The disadvantages to synthesis are the difficulty of inventing natural-looking motions and the potential for positional disaster if the particular parameter set or code should have no solution, fail to converge on a solution, or just compute a poor result. In particular, we note that inverse kinematics is not in itself an adequate model of human motion -it is just a local positioning aid [3,251. The issue of building adequate human motion synthesis models is a wide open and complex research topic.
Since accurate human motion is difficult to synthesize, motion capture is a popular alternative, but one must recognize its limited adaptability and subject specificity. Although a complex motion may be used as performed, say in a CD-ROM game or as the source material for a (non-human) character animation, the motions may be best utilized if segmented into motion "phrases" that can be named, stored, and executed separately, and possibly connected with each other via transitional (non-captured) motions [S, 391. Several projects have used this technique to interleave "correct" human movements into simulations that control the order of the choices. While 2D game characters have been animated this way for years -using pre-recorded or hand animated sequences for the source material -recently the methods have graduated to 3D whole body controls suitable for 3D game characters, real-time avatars, and military simulations that include individual synthetic soldiers [35, 18,201. 
Control for Interactivity
Whichever motion generation technique is used, there must be a way of triggering the desired activity in the avatar. Specifying the motion can be as simple as direct sensor tracking (where each joint is driven by a corresponding sensor input), end effector tracking (where inverse kinematics or other behaviors generate the "missing" joint data), or extemal invocation via menu, speech, or button selection of the actions (whether then synthesized or interpreted from pre-stored data). The interesting observation is that the only mechanism available to an "unencumbered" participant is actually speech! Any other avatar control mechanism requires either a hands-on device (mouse, keyboard, glove input), or else extemal sensors and a limited field of movement. While there is considerable progress in using computer vision techniques to capture human motion [l, 15, 12,231, both user mobility and movement generality are still in the future. Our intention is not to promote speech input per se, but to use this observation to promote (in Section 3 a language-centered view of action "triggering" augmented and elaborated by lower-level motion synthesis or playback. (For example, this technique is used to great advantage in virtual environment applications such as the immersive interface to MediSim [43] and in the responsive characters in Improv [33, 341.) Although textual instructions can describe and trigger actions, details need not be explicited communicated. Thus the agenvavatar architecture must include semantic interpretation of instructions and even a lower reactive level within the movement generators that allows motion generality and environmental contextsensitivity.
Control for Autonomy
Providing a virtual human with human-like reactions and decision-making is more complicated than controlling its joint motions from captured or synthesized data. Here is where we engage the viewer with the character's personality and demonstrate its skill and intelligence in negotiating its environment, situation, and other agents. This level of performance requires significant investment in decisionmaking tools. We presently use a two level architecture: 0 to optimize reactivity to the environment at the lower level (for example, in the choice of footsteps for locomotion through the space) [37,24,71; 0 to execute parametrized scripts or plan complex task sequences at the higher level (for example, choosing which room to search in order to locate an object or another agent, or outlining the primary steps that must be followed to perform a particular task) [ Currently we are using this architecture to construct appropriate gestural responses from a synthetic agent, create appropriate visual attention during high-level task execution, manage locomotion tasks, and study multi-agent activity scheduling.
Gesture Control
Human arms serve (at least) two separate functions: they pennit an agentlavatar to change the local environment through dextrous activities by reaching for and grasping (getting control over) objects [17, 141, and they serve social interaction functions by augmenting the speech channel with communicative emblems, gestures and beats [9] .
For the first function, a consequence of human dexterity and experience is that we are rarely told how to approach and grasp an object. Rather than have our virtual humans learn -through direct experience and errors -how to grasp an object, we provide assistance through an object-specific relational table (OSR). Developed from ideas about objectspecific reasoning [28] , the OSR has fields for each graspable site (in the Jack sense of an oriented coordinate triple) describing the appropriate handshape, grasp approach direction, and most importantly, its function or purpose. The OSR is manually created for graspable objects and allows an agent to look up an appropriate grasp site given a purpose, use the approach vector as guidance for the inverse kinematics directives that move the arm, and know which handshape is likely to result in reasonable finger placement. The hand itself is closed on the object through local geometry information and collision detection.
The second function of gestures is non-verbal communication. Thus gestures can be metaphors for actual objects, give indicators (via pointing) of location or participants in a virtual space around the speaker, or augment the speech signal with beats for added emphasis [9]. Currently we are working on embedding culture-specific and even individual personality gesture variations. The potential interference between practical and gestural functions is leading to a resource-based priority model to resolve conflicts.
Given that arm control for avatars requires fast position and orientation of the hands for either reaching or gestural function, fast computation of arm joint angles is essential. In recent work we have pushed beyond iterative inverse kinematics [46] to analytic formulas that can (easily keep up with a live performance or a motion synthesizer outputting end effector position and orientation streams 1 [44] . By extending this idea to the whole body, multiple injdividuals (3-10 on an SGI RE2) may be controlled in real-time by arbitrary end-effector and global body data alone ):471.
Locomotion with anticipation

Attention Control
A particularly promising connection is underway to connect PaT-Nets into other high level "AI-like" planning tools for improved cognitive performance of virtual humans. By interfacing Jack to OMAR (Operator Model Architecture) [13], we have shown how an autonomous agent can be controlled by a high level task modeler, and how some important human motor behaviors can be generated automatically from the action requests. As tasks are generated for the Jack figure, they are entered into a task queue. An attention resource manager [ 1 11 scans this queue for current and future visual sensing requirements, and directs Jack's eye gaze (and hence head movement) accordingly. For example, if the agent is being told to "remove the power supply," parallel instructions are generated to locomote to the power supply area and attend to specific visual attention tasks such as searching for the power supply, scanning for potential moving objects, and periodically watching for obstacles near the feet. Note that nornnally none of this attentional information appears explicit1,y in the task-level instruction stream.
In order to interact with a target object, an agent must determine that it is not within a suitable distance and must therefore locomote to a task-dependent position and orientation prior to the initiation of the reach and grasp. Such a decision is readily made by embedding it in a PaT-Net representing potential actions that enable the specified action. Moreover, the locomotion process itself uses the two level architecture: at the lowest level the agent or avatar gets a goal and an explicit list of objects to be avoided; the other level encapsulates locomotion states and decisions about transitions. For example, the agent could be walking, hiding, searching, or chasing. If walking, then transitions can be based on evaluating the best position of the foot relative to the goal and avoidances. If hiding, then assessments about line of sight between virtual humans are computed. If searching, then a pattern for exhaustively checking the local geometry is invoked. Finally, if chasing, then the goal is the target object; but if the target goes out of sight, the last observed position is used as an interim goal. These sensing actions and resulting decisions are captured in the LocoNet [ 361.
Multi-agent task allocation
By encapsulating virtual human activities in PaT-Nets.
we can interactively control the assignment of tasks to agents. A menu or program binds actions to individuals, who then execute the PaT-Net processes. Since the processes have the power to query the environment and other agents before starting to execute, multi-agent synchronization and coordination can be modeled. Thus an agent can start a task when another signals that the situation is ready, or one agent can lead another in a shared task. The latter would be especially useful when an avatar works with a simulated agent to perform a two-person task. One virtual human is designated as the "leader" (typically the avatar, so the live participant is in control) and the other the "follower." The follower's timing and motion are performed after each time-stepped motion of the leader. (The reverse situation, where the agent leads the avatar, may be needed for training and educational applications.) These are clearly the first steps toward a virtual social architecture.
We developed a prototype system for agent task assignment to evaluate a multi-function aircraft maintenance equipment cart ("MASS"). The user specifies tasks for an agent, and the agent accepts tasks for which it is both qualified and responsible. The tasks can be queued in advance, and are executed as prior tasks are completed or other agent or environment conditions obtain.
Once we can generate and control multiple agents and avatars, many social and community issues arise including authentication of identity, capabilities, permissions, social customs, transference of object control, sharing behaviors, coordinating group tasks, etc. Underlying technology to share interactive experience will depend on distributed system protocols and communication technology, client workstation performance, avatar graphics, and so on. Many of these issues are being addressed by other ad hoc groups, such as Living Worlds, Open Community, and Universal Avatars. Having two avatars "shake hands" is considered the first stage of a social encounter requiring significant attention to the details of avatar interaction, body representation, and action synchronization. Assuming that the communications can be done fast enough (a big assumption), our avatars should be able to reach for each other's hand, detect a collisiotdconnection, and then allow the follower avatar to position hidher hand according to the leader's spatial position. Indeed, such a demonstration hiis already been readily constructed by Stansfield at Sandia National Labs with Jack avatars, in-house network communication software, headmounted displays, and end effector positiodorientation sensors on the participants.
Connecting Language and Animation
Even with a powerful set of motion generators, a challenge remains to provide effective and easily learned user interfaces to control, manipulate and animate virtual humans. Interactive point and click systems such as Jack work now, but with a cost in user learning and menu traversal. Such interfaces decouple the human participant's instructions and actions from the avatar through a narrow and ad hoc communication channel of hand and finger motions. A direct programming interface, while powerful, must be rejected as as off-line method that moreover requires specialized computer programming understanding and expertise. The option that remains is a language-based interface.
Perhaps not surprisingly, instructions for people are given in natural language augmented with graphical diagrams and occasionally, animations. Recipes, instruction manuals, and interpersonal conversations use language as the medium for conveying process and action. While our historic interest in instructions has been on creating animations from instructions [5, 3, 451, we have recently begun to examine the inverse process, namely, generating text from the PaTNet representations of animations. The purpose is primarily to help automate the production of aircraft maintenance instruction orders (manuals) in conjunction with the animation of the tasks themselves. The expectation is that the synthesized text material ought to reflect the proper execution of the tasks (which can be visually verified through the animation) and will have consistency across the entire document. By the same principles, being able to process the textual instructions will aid in discovering ambiguities, omitted steps, or inappropriate terminology.
The key to linking language and animation lies in constructing a semantic representation of actions, objects, and agents which is simultaneously suitable for execution (animation) as well as natural language expression. We have called this implementable semantics: the representation must have the power of a (parallel) programming language which drives a simulation (in a context of a given set of objects and agents), and yet supports the enormous range of expression, nuance, and manner offered by language. The details of this Parameterized Action Representation (PAR) -which involves PaT-Nets as an implementation language -are being developed in a companion document [6] .
As a prototype implementation of this language animation connection, we are constructing JackMOO: a multi-user environment mediated by an existing system called lambdaMO0 [32] . The lambdaMO0 is a text-based multi-user world. By adding a Jack system and an additional dialog box to the user interface, the user can instruct his or her avatar to take steps, go into a neighboring room, tum on a TV set, and so on. While the text input is quite constrained by the limited "verb-object-modifier'' syntax of lambdaM00, it is nonetheless very efficient for specifying the avatar's actions. The JackMOO updates a local client's 3D animated view of the instruction executed on the pilot avatar'. Simultaneously, the lambdaMO0 updates the persistent world view (on the lambdaMO0 server) and informs (textually) other users occupying the same virtual room of the avatar's actions. Should one of the other users have a JackMOO interface, the avatar's actions will be mirrored by the user's drone on that client's display. In effect, the actions are specified in either a textual or graphical fashion and executed as both a textual and database update and (if possible) an animated display. It is thus essential that discrete (text-based) instructions have continuous (animation) consequences: the conversion is based on action ("verb") semantics embedded into object-specific methods stored in the lambdaMO0 objects. We are extending this object-oriented system to store the richer semantic information necessitated by the scope and range of human actions that an avatar must portray.
Conclusions
The future holds great promise for the virtual humans who will populate our virtual worlds. They will provide economic benefits by helping designers early in the product design phases to produce more human-centered vehicles, equipment, assembly lines, manufacturing plants, and ' In VRML terminolgy, the pilor is the agent or avatar associated with the movement source (user or program); a drone is a remote (networked) copy of the pilot. interactive systems. Virtual humans will enhance the presentation of information through training aids, virtual experiences, and even teaching and mentoring. And Virtual humans will help save lives by providing surrogates for medical training, surgical planning, and remote telemedicine.
They will be our avatars on the Internet and will portray ourselves to others, perhaps as we are or perhaps as we wish to be. They may help tum cyberspace into a real, or rather virtual, community.
